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PARENTING

Program #42

(OPENING MUSICAL THEME)

BLAIR: . -ndy Blair with NPR's OPTIONS IN EDUCATION.

OPTIONS IN EDUCATION is a news magazine about all
issues in education from the ABC's of preschool to the n1
soup of government programs. If you've ever been to school,
have something that will interest you.

ot

MERROW: I'm John Morrow. This year approximately 6 million
Americans will have children and begin charting a course for the
next generation. So, this week's OPTIONS IN EDUCATION is about
learning to be a parent.

(MUSIC - "Be Kind to Your Paren

AUTHOR: The average, normal, good parent by
picking up a book, such as ours, can get all the
suggestions that they need.

AUTHOR: There was so much that was being
aritten which was so stereotyped and, you know,
raising children by formula. It was so dehuman-
izing.

AUTHOR: I would say that whenever a mother goes
to any book, she's on the level of information and
memory, and she's lost.

AUTHOR: And we found that there was nothing
written for father, that the Lather was the
neglected man.

BLAIR: Those comments are from authors of a few of the hundreds
of books written on the subject of parenting. For years, we all
assuned that everyone knew how to be a mother or father, just by
watching their own parents. But now we know that not all mothers
and fathers are good role models. So, we den't take parenting for
granted anymore.

Momentous changes have occurred s_ince Dr. Spock first
wrote about baby and child care -- the post-war baby boom, birth
control., women's movement, rise in divorce, and the popularization
of Freudian psychology. Mow, for child care, like everything else,
we look to experts for advice.

KERROW: Even though Americans are having fewer and fewer children,
the market for books on babies is booming. On this program NPR's
Susan Stamberg talks with several authors of child care manuals.
First, America's best known pediatrician, Dr. Benjamin Spook.

DR. BENJAMIN SPOCK

SPOCK: The most darinl thing from the fixst edition of the book
was to give so much advice in the book. I was Freudian trained, and
I was the first person to write a child care book, I think, that had
a whole lot of psychoanalytic principles im it. I was scared to
death.



MERRLW Dr. Spock is no longer the unguest onod expert on
children. Spook's boen criticized for being too lenient, too
political and soxi!4t. Re would probably ogre that the one thin0
that the Multitude of new books on child care proves is that there
is no one right way to do it. Speck talks about his changing

sPOCK: Frit- 22 y(=-Irs I tas not accused cf boi ou perolssive, and
then aftL-r I began oppcsing the war in Vietnam more strenuously, I

was indicted by tho 'isc1=1ral government. Then, the accusation that
I'm permissive began. It came first from Reverend Norman Vincent
Peale who preached a sr!rmon just a few wools after I was indicted,
saying that the whole irresponsibility and lack of discipline of
youths -- by which be meant their opposition to th

,-2. war in Vietnam --
was because when the! were babies I told their parents to give them
instant gratificaticr.. Those two words "instant 4ratification"
absolutely proved to me that he never looked at Baby and Child Care
at all.

STAMBERG: You said, "LE the child's crying, pick him up and try to
comfort him." You didn't say do that for

SPOCK; That's right.

STAMBERG:

r hours while ho cried.

into a tyranny, almost, of expo don't we?

SPOCK: I think that's one of the most difficult things about
raising children in America today, and a very unfortunate thing for
parents that so many professional people sort of muscled into the
child-rearing act -- psychologists, child psychiatrists, pediatri-
cians like myself all telling parents we've studied this, and
these are our ideas. And, though I don't think they intended to rob
parents of their self-assurance, certainly that was one of the
effects that came about. It made parents feel "I Y.aven't studied --
therefore, I'm more likely to make a mistake than to do right."

STAMBERG: I want to know how that fact makes you ieel, because you
were the first person to do it. This was the first book of its kind
to come out. In 1946, it hit just at.the right moment, the baby
boom. People were turning to you to be their expert, to give them
the advice. You're encyclopedic in a way. You can look in your
index and look up "Ear ache" when the child is holding his ear and
screaming, and you're a front-line approach to that child's agony.
You tell them just what to do in a moment. Yoa've had to live with
that now for thirty years or so how is that? What's that like,
to be everybody's expert on children?

SPOCK: I think if I'd known it was going to seil nearly a million
copies a year, I would have been very frightened, and I'm not sure
I would have dared put it out for fear of a number of people I would
mislead. Actually, it's, of course, now that I've learned that
people haven't killed their children, or even seriously injured their
children by using the book, it's a great comfort. And I've loved
the fact that parents who've used the book have found it helpful and
been reassured by it. I don't know if you were asking the question
whether I was one of those who robbed parents of their solf-assurance.
I think all-of the professional people, as a body, helped to undermine
parental self-confidence. I was aware at the time I was writing it
that_this was the problem and tried to work in the other direction.
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comitbd back to the fact when parrnts are clear to their children,
it not only makow hott_or behaved children, but happier children
no question about that in My mind. And tiaat doesn't mean you have
to he oppregniYe.

think the trou 10. So many peo lc think either
you have to he oppressive:. severe, or -u'll have a spoiled brat.
And it I wri L true at all. I know uimnad s of fami lies who brought
up very cooperative, very polite chi ldr -en, where en drne with
great assurance on the parents' part, without any sever ty at all.

BLAtti:
with

Dr. BinjaPtin Spook , author _DE E3_4bby and Child
_

' Susan Stamberg.
talkiug

MOTUI r bought Dr. Spock's Iwtost edition,
which I never theuuht I'd ever bwy, but I did,
and I learned a lot from reading that. But, I

don't know, I'm not really very nlaby-orientod,
I don't read a lot of experts-, You know, wo

took the child birth education coJurses, which
wore educational fer us, primarily -- you know,
how te react to labor and haw to react to
delivery and what was going on, amd I think that
that sort of educatLon was incredibly helpful

BLAIR: Th1L mother's ideas point to a dominant theme in the new
concern over how to parent -- ignorance is not bliss. Expectant
mothers and fathers attend child birth classes, form discussion
groups, and rood hoops on evorythino from to)ys to toilet training.
And that's a lot of c riosity.

Eda LeShan is th0 author of In Semrch of Myself and Othcr
Children . After wviting many how-to books, LeShan como tc the corn-
us ion that the best way to raise children is to remember how it

feels to he a child. Maybe we don't need sot many experts, E,eShan
explains to Susan Stambero.

AN

LeSIIAN: It suddenly occurred to me that maybe the best things I've
ever learned about children arc what I've learned about myself as a
child.
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STAMM:AG: And you talk about how parents are almost paranoid and
how they run from one formula book to the other. Every year now
books COMQ out, --more and more of them -- deluges of them.

LeSUAN: This comes of terror and guilt, of having been brain
washcd to believe that there is some magical formula by which you
can do it riciht.

STAMPERO: And there's 1;nme expert on tho outside who's going to
tell yeu die formula.

LeSHAN: That's -- and the expert io really on the inside.

STAMLIERG: So, spend the money, spend the time, spend the attention
at those early ages, so the kids grow up feeling good about thom-
selves, and they'r able to do anything, learn anything.

LeSHAN: Exactly.

STAMBERG: And cooperate and be responsible.

LeSHAN: It's a question of priorities. I think that the whole
emphasis on early cognitive training on children learning how to
read, writa and know numbers and letters of the alphabet, and so
forth,when they're two, three, four years old, is totally inappro
priate, that that's the time for self discovery, for learning to
enjoy taking risks, learning to tolerate failure as an adult. I

think if ene is going to do a decent job as a parent one has to
constantly be in touch with that sense of how did I feel about myself
as a child -- am I reading things into my child's behavior -- cr am
I doing the same things all aver again? I think the important dis-
tinction for parents to get in touch with this and have some sensi-
tivity to it is to make the distinction between being bad and being
young -- that a child is selfish or that a child is afraid, or a
child bites another child, or whatever -- if you say, "You're a bad,
mean kid, and nobody's going to love you like that," then you cer
tainly are interfering with the child's perception of himself as
lovable. And, on the other hand, if you say, "You know what, you're
very little, and you can't stop yourself" -- and that's what grown-
ups are for. The reason children have their mommies and daddies is
because sometimes you get feelings that you can't control, and that's
what we're here for. We won't let you bite the baby, or we won't
let you take the toy away from the other child. It's not because
you're bad -- you're just little, and you will learn how to control
such feelings.

You see, there's a world of difference between those two
ways of approaching the same problem.

STAMBERG: That's so simple. We all ought to know that. Why did
you have to live as long as you've lived, write as many books as
you did, and go through all those years of psychotherapy? Darn it!
That should be one of the most obvious things in the world to us.

LeSHAN: It is simple, and you know the crazy part of it is,
sometimes I have a feeling after all these 300 years of talkinq to
parents it feels like that -- to come to the essence of what I

believe -- and then, I find that it sounds so saccharine that I'm
afraid that everybody will go into a diabetic corna.

7



Hut th truth of the matter is, that all f havo di
from all those years of studying children and workincy with parents
is that a human being who has compassion for himself and enn nourish
his own life and loves the child he was and loves the person he is,
can give that to other people. And that's really all it comes down
to. It sounds kind oC simple, but I guess it's the most protound
idea there is.

BLAIR:
Childre

Eda Leshan, author of In _A.Mh. of Mysey and mho_r

MOTHER: I'm the oldest of seven children.
That was one thing that helped prepare me,
guess, for being a parent. But it's different,
being the oldest and being a parent, because
all of a sudden, you love your parents so much
re,beeause you realize what they did for you.

YOU realize they really worked for you. Right
now, TJ is nearly 3. Next month he'll be 3, and
Brady is 4 days old. I want them to have enough
brains to make it in life, for it not to be diffi-
cult for them, and I want them to have as much
happiness as possible, but to know that everything
is not easy -- that there's a big road that they
have to travel and I want to prepare them.

MERROW: Dr. Spook's first book was typical of the late forties
and early fifties -- then everyone was looking for scientific infor-
mation on how to do things right. In the 1970'5 , however, many
people are turning back to feeling and intuition. French pedia-
trician Frederick Leboyer represents this movement. Leboyer,
author of Birth Without Violence, says: "Babies need warmth, dark-
ness, music, and physical contact with the mother at birth not a
too sterile hospital environment."

LeBOYER: We know that the primary basic need
oi a baby -- more important even th 1 food
is physical contact with the mother's body --
touch, touch, touch.

MERROW: Leboycr talked with Wendy about his new book, Loving
Hands. He believes that physical contact with the mother helps the
baby adjust to the change of life from womb to outside world.

FREDERICK LeBOYER

BLAIR: Why baby massage?

LeBOYER: In the womb most of the physical sensations of the fetus,
of the young child, are perceived through the skin and muscles and
bones of the back. It is this sort of continuous massage which is
done.by the contractions of the womb, and the baby in the womb is
receiving continuously external sensations.,

BLAIR: There's something around the skin all the tim

LeBOYER: Exactly -- all around the body. And once the baby is
born, or rather, after he is born and left to itself in a cradle or
in the crib, nothing comes from outside. It's all dead. There is
another newness, which is the feeling of hunger.
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To balance, tO harmonize inside and outside, you have
to give external sensations to a newborn baby. You have to rock
them. You have to hold them. You have to caress them, and massage
them. So, whenever a baby wakes up and starts crying, screaminl, it's
not necessarily meaning "I'm hungry." Rather it is, "I'm hungry
after sensations." And you know very well that if you are properly
fed in life and healthy that's not enough.

BLAIR: You use oil which has been warmed, if it's in the w iter
time. You sit always on the floor -- why?

LeBOYER: Unless you are properly centered, this massage will be
only a technique, and it's not going to help. If you are properly
centered, then you will really connect with the baby, and extra-
ordinary things are going to happen, very simple things. The skin
ef the baby is to be in touch with the skin of your legs. The st!in-
to-skin contact is extremely important.

BLAIR: And how old is the baby when you begin to do this massaging?

LeBOYER: Well, vou have to start right from the moment of birth,
every day. But for the first days or the first weeks, let us say,
it's rather a gentle strOking. And you can even forget about the
technique --. gentle stroking of the whole body. And you might say
that from the moment the baby is one month old, then you feel that
you can begin to completely follow the technique. A little sprinkling
of cold water afterward iS necessary, on the head, maybe on the hands,
so that the baby doesn't fall asleep, because this massage can have
two effects, according to the way it is done. Either it is stimulat-
ing or relaxing, and if it is done twice a day, morning and evening,
if it is done in the evening, it can be so relaxing that right after-
ward the baby goes to sleep.

People ask Me, "Is it going to improve the blood circula-
tion of the baby?" Yes, it's going to do tbat. "Is it going to
improve the health of the baby?" Yes, it's cgoing to do that, but
believe me, it is going tO do far more than. that, for both baby and
mother.

BLAIR: Why does it h ve to be mother and !a__ ? C '

father and baby? You'- shaking your head no,.

LeBOYER: No -- not in the beginning. You see, all scientis
telling you that the baby of human beings is. born immature, which is
to say, they are looking at things now. They. are saying that there
are two parts in pregnaney, one which is intrut(Nrine, the next one
which is extra-uterine, but in both stages the baby still totally needs
the mother's body. It is tuned to the mothers body. I don't mean
to say that the father is not important. Nor he is no doubt. But
there is a special, total deep relationship hietweii a baby and a
mother.

be

BLAIR: Have you spoken to any children who were a little older,
perhaps two or three, who had been massaged since the moment of
birth, and did you ever talk to them about titir feelings about
massage?

LeBOYER: You very well know that talking is mean -gless. You see
these children -- they tlk with their whole body, not only with
language, their whole bedy, their whole behawior -- the way they sit,
the way they stand, the way they run, the waw they laugh and smile --
everything expresses such an intense well-beiing. They are so lively
that the whole thing iS "expressing."

_ _

9



MERROW': Ur. Frederick Leboyor,
with Wendy.

lh- t Why maf;saLle

MOTHER: With a lot of not_ons and 'feelings
of different things, I think you can g0 off the
deep end either way, that there are shades of
gray with things. But, I think, it's probably
a very good idea-- if nothing else, the close
contact that you're setting up with your child.
Too many parents don't pick up their child
enough or don't give them enough love, or don't
give them the strength that I think it's very
important to give a child when they're very

'srnall. To be very honest with you, when I've
changed my baby's diapers in here, I've been
taking lotion and rubbing it on his hetton and
rubbing it on his arms and his little legs,
because I thought maybe the guy's got something
to what he has to say.

REPORTER: What kind of hopes ,nd dreams do you
have for Ramon?

MOTHER: That he be h althy, wise, and strong,
and, you knew, consider other peoples' feelings.
You know, just be happy. You have to know how
to cope with the world today to get along.

BLAIR: That mother's wishes for strength and happiness for her
child arc universal. Most mothers want to protect their children by
contro ling the environment. This is a more complicated matter for

king, mothers, who must worry not only about their own performance
as parents but about that of the individual they hire to watch their
children during the day. More and more women are going to work. The
women's movement has helped sanction careers for women to a large
extent. However, leaving the baby and going off to work requires a
great amount of coordination -- finding the right day care center or
the right baby sitter. And most working mothers experience guilt
about leaving their children. Jean Curtis, the author of Working
Mothers, interviewed 200 working women to find out what they are
feeling and doing about parenting. This time the tables are turned,
as Jean Curtis interviews an NPR working mother, Susan Sternberg.

JEAN CURTIS INTERVIF ING SUSAN STAMBERG

CURT Well, first of all, you've got to tell me a little bit
about yourself. You have one child?

STAMBERG: One child, who is now six years old.

CURTIS: And how long have you been working?

STAMBERQ: Pretty well since the time he was a year and a half old,
and I had always worked before he was born. So, essentially, I took
off a year and a half when he was born, and then, went back to work.

CURTIS: Now, let me ask you first, why you took off that year and
a half. What was sitting there in the back of your mind saying, "Should
I be home with that child?" Is that why you did it?

10



STAMBERG: Yeah, pretty well. And for a whole lot of reasons, the
work situation had ended, and it seemed like a conVenient time for
me to take off, and 'I wanted to try my hand at this. It was a
decision I made after something like eight years of marriage, and
wanted to see how it would be. But I want to ask -- I'm going to
start asking you new, instead of telling you -- what about that idea
of the mother going to work at that point in her child's Life? 'Nis
child, now, was a year and a half. Is that a more wrenching tfn
for a child than say going back to work at two months might be, or
at seven years old might be?

CURTIS: Well, many women told me that it was, Susan. I think
they found that the sooner you went back to work the better,
simply because the infant could learn to count and trust in your
comings and goings more easily than a toddler who had been used to
your being there all the time, who is going through that rapid growth
period before, say, kindergarten, and some mothers felt that they
had pulled the rug out from under their baby if they stayed home for
two or three years.

Now, I'm interested to know how your baby felt about your
going back and, also, how you prepared your baby for your going back.
Was there anything special you did?

STAMBERG: When I went back to work, it was on a part-time basis, and
it was four hours a day. And I was careful to choose those hours
from 11 to 3, which would bridge, basically, his nap time. I was
careful to structure it that way, figuring that he'd notice my absence
less because of it. And I'm not sure that I consciously prepared in
any way than to get an occasional baby sitter and be away from him
from time to time, and I never saw any severe reaction on his part
when I did that. So, I felt fairly confident about it.

CURTIS: Yes, I would say you did exactly the right thin . A you
having stayed home for that long a time anyhow. You started back to
work part time, which means you were really breaking him in. You
didn't just suddenly leave for 40 hours a week, and I think also,
say, a couple of months before you know yoL. re going back to work,
if you can, start gradually using more baby sitters and letting him
know that you're going to start a new schedule, and being consistent
with the schedule each week. Let's say, you start the first week,
being gone from 2 to 4 in the afternoon. Then, he learns to trust in
that, and he knows that. And then, if you somehow let him know in
another week that it's going to be a different schedule, but he knows
that you're going to return.

STAMBERG: But children have such a fuzzy sensc

That's why they need to count on your time clock, your
consistency. The only sense of time that they really hove is in
pattern and routine of their day. One day is similar to another day,
as long as it is in the same routine. I want to ask you another
question, and that is, now that your child is six years old, and you
and your husband have had some time parenting your child, who do you
think is the psychological parent? Who is the parent who tunes in
most to the child, who understands and knows wtere that kid is 24
hours of the day,in his head? Every woman said "me." Now, what do
you say?

STAMBERG: I wOuld have said to you "me except that that's starting
to change noW in our family, because of some trouble that our little.



guy han run into at school in tho past yoar, havino tr. uble otting
alan(j with friends and having trouble getting olono wAth toac-nors.
That mado us, as parents, Ecells in vary much more carofully on him
and on what was going en with him, more than we ever did before. And
it was a wonderful thing in a way. You know, he's getting through
those difficulties now, and wo are, too. And, as n result, wo'ro
sharing the psychological responsibility more.

But it
work mncsccJ up?

s another question: Are kids whose mothers

First of a 11, I found that the kids were marvelouplv
dcvc loped, adjusted well in school by and large. More importantly,
none of theum were in more or less trouble than any other child, of -

rion-uorking mother. Certain studios which haw been done now at Harvard
and the University of Chicago point significantly to the fact that
working mothers' children, as opposed to mnn-working mothers' children,
do just as well at school, sometimes even get better grades, and,,
indeed, seem to have no significant problems off the norm from the
other children. More important, the issue comes up -- let's say your
child is having a problem, and with three children I can tell you
there's hardly a year when one child isn't going to have some little
stage he's going through -- and what are the questions you ask yourself?
Most women say, "Oh, is it because of my job?" Most teachers will
look at the parent when they call_ them in for guidance counselor
meetings and say, 'Well, how are things at home?" And they look at
you knowingly and they say, "Ah, you work, do you? -- uh huh." And
you stare back blankly and guiltily, and Uhen you go home and say,
maybe I should quit.

SITAMUERG: That's the fir_t thing that occurs

CURTIS: Here's what r learned: If you gpit at that point, it is
the worst thing you can do.

SqAMBERG: Why?

CURTIS: You are dealing with a situatior f stress and by removing
pour job you only contribute to that stress. Furthermore, you teach
your child something very crucial, i.e., he has power over you, he
has power to change the family dynamics. kmd they are very smart, .
these little children. Don't think for a minute that you can fool
them. Now, this is very upsetting to a child. A child needs to feel
secure in the fact that his mother and father understand the best way
to conduct a family life, and that the child needs confidence in you,
and you need confidence in yourself. SO that, I found that most
women, even if they did quit, did not solve the problem. Furthermore,
they discovered the problem was not their working. It was something
much more complex. The family problems eatisted with or without the
job.

SIAMBERG: You come out rather strongly in the book for the day care
center -- properly structured, properly supervised, properly organized.
I think that's something that many women are leery of. They're afraid
it's institutional, and it's cold, and it's too.rigid.

CURTIS: I understand that fear, and I'm interested in your exper-
iences with it, but I find that's because day care is still a potluck
affair in the 'United States. We have some very terrible day care-
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centers ard we have some wondeefu I ones. And I think p zits havegot to invest te the sit uatiors and learn to judge tl-tern - In the
book , I distinguished between what I ea lled "groovy ones arid
"euszocliay ones, and I used the word "groovy." toec,aliSe reel that
the people there are very down eo earth and wear elethes that -they' zerlot afr,aid to dirty, get on 'the fleor, have sticky fingers All older
their Leaps , and they learn t rnake do with little rneney, but be verI'ereativ, "C usrodia I" centers a.re mostly interested i. n -ehe sa iety
and the health and the schedule and the routine of their ehild_ren,
and the help has a tendency =a aress as if they were at ,r he or lice,
and starsd rip a /ot. I thiThk yoLt have to spend more than an hozor ina day enter to judge if a good one for your crild, I think
you hav to talk with other parents at the day care center to see how
involveC ttley are in the deci.sions there at the school. , I don lt think
we should Inc afraid of it a= all, I think when it 's good, it 's
marvelouas, ;Nihon t' s bad, i='s disastrous_

Jean 4urti s, au thcor 21-1_iiim Mothers , taiing Iti,
Susan Se-amber4].

RE RROW; Cultis talked aboit t he good points of day care centers,
but riot everydne agrees Ir fao t, Dr,' Raymond moore amd Dorothy
Moore believe that children should be kept at horne not just mt.
they' re sis years old, lue longer -- until they're eiglIt or ten,

gOORE: heLiove that all of the ethea
children ore the hil...clren whose parents are
ahle to teke oairo of them and whet) will see
their childroh' s I_ the =rty and th.ir max irnom
poten tial as prior ities before UeLr (own
pr iva te inte rests. 11 of tl-zos child ren,
which would corast i. tute perhaps i%5 to 7 5 per

zit of the chi Idr on of kneri ca. shoul d be
horse.

MEI:010214: Dr ptayrnond Flo re
La to Tha n Oar -

D , I 0

Mobore , authior 0 Flat ter

ORCITEY t400

DR. l'OCRE,= We Say eight to. te n, end you are- talkizig ab 1 t Cormai1
sena," Ural; StanE.ord Research Institute and sone pyco.ogists att
Cal and .at Rochester, arid so en, would say ten to four t
STAMB EIG What, s the reason for push ing oEf tlo telinnivi of formal_
sctiooiir ntiii the age of oiaght to ten, or- n tap or Ecur-Lon?

3:41. MCCUE: We have come to tt e conclusior that then young child.'
brain is ncyt ready, in terms gof neurophysioblogical tsalanco; as
reasonlnA porgon , he is no t ya3t ready until he is r41..qht to ton.
There arm many vory ski llf ul .and highly qua lir led PI1d pyhitric
clear up. to- John Dolby viho say triat it wcuLd bo bettor If ehlictror
-were mot oat of the home uxti 1 around eight.,

bps mcortE this 9 thing that ui a thirk

-S Ana %Mat do you do wich them Latta' the

Farants can dor just to havio at rich home backgiound, warn ecvn-
4i9teint Car4 Witrl plan y 01 activities thatt are available tr thio
4verago Thrn.e. Ile find -that many parer' s Ete.al that they're rata ly not
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capable of giving the children this type ef experience, because
they've been brainwashed, so to speak, by educators, who have tr ed
to make them feel that they're not capable of handling their children
at these young ages.

S7AMBERG: I can just hear tlie screams of olitraqe from parents
America to the idea of Xeepirg the child at home until the age of 10.
And there are so many buts that I want to raise with you -- let's lust
kind of do them one at a time. First of all, this idea that the
ability to be ready for a sustained learning program.

MR. WM& The point is that if the child has a reasonably good
mothering and fathering, he will know enough about fractions and
numbers, and neading, and so on, so that if you put him into school
at_age 8, say, in the third grade not in the first, by the way --
this child will quickly catch up and pass the other children, and he
will be more sociable. He will come out dawn the road ten years as a
better sociable creature, a better achiever, better behaved, and all
around, better developed. I realize that this is not the conventional
wisdom. Nor was it the conventional wisdem, say, thirty years ago to
worry about environmental ecology, but now wee realize we've got our-
selves a problem in the environment, so we're approaching the thing
massively. ,Now, we're saying --we have a human ecology problem.
Remember now, we're old public seheol people, but when you look at
the amount of youngsters, especially little beys, like we' say, 35 to
40 percent cE the children fail the first grade or are retarded ir
the reading areas, and you compare that with, the youngsters, for
example, in Sweden and Norway where they go to school at 7, and pou
have about a two to three or four or five percent reading disability,
you get some reason why we say that we're damaging our children. We
really are.

STANBERG: I don't k ow what's happening to the institutions of the
family in Sweden and Norway, but there are amful clear-cut signs
about what's happening to the institution ef the family in this
country. And I just wonder how realistic yom are in asking parents
te take On tasks like that. rirst of all, they're not equally suited
to those tasks. You need the wise and loving mother, and you don't
have all those wise and loving mothers.

1:41, MXRE: We're saying, though, let's start spending our time
training parents, and our money, taouse eur personnel, start
training some teachers- loving, thoughtful, kind people to work with
parents in the home, and begin restoring tbe bone. We're not
suggesting a complicated gobbledygook thing im the home where the
parents have to be "pedagogues." We want parents simply to be
loving and responsive and consistent, even rmnotely so; and tho Kids
will come out better than if they had gone te schoel.

STAMBERG: Is that really enough, just being Moving and consisteri
Doesn't the teacher provide the profes ionel background, the years
Of training that she or he received, If de experience with all kinds
of kids?

VMS. WattEi This is what educators have tried to ma

RE And some are.

pa nts fee .

And it's probably true that thoreehare some inade uato
parents, and thisisvhere it is necessary toolprovide scoop eschool
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for some children, but just because we provide it for some children
who do not have adequate backgrounds, does not necessarily mean
that we must use tax, money to provide it for all children when,
actually, they would be better off in the homes that can provide
this.

STAMBERG: What about the bulk of information that shows that the
child goes through his major intellectual development from ages 1 to
47

D. WORE: Actually, the child'-- surely, he develops very rapidly
during those years -- no qUestion about that -- perhaps the most
rapid of all of his dgvelopment, but he's developing potential, not
half of his learning. So, no -- the best stimulation shown by com
parative school entrance age studies shows that the child who starts
to school late comes oEf the higher achiever. He comes off more
socialized, better behaved, and better developed in an all around
sense, even in terms of creativity.

KERROW: Dr. Raymond Moore and Dorothy Moore, authors of Better
Late Than Early.

(NUSLO - "My Daddy and M ")

FATHER: We share and share alike. If she
is sick, I'll go to the laundromat -- me and
my kids. They love to travel with daddy.

BL Parenting has replaced mothering as the code word for
child care. The emphasis on equality for the sexes perhaps means
that fathers should play a bigger role in their children's lives.
Here's more from pediatrician Dr. Benjamin Spook on the updated
version of his book.

SPOCK: I think that fathers are capable of the
nurturing role. I'm not minimizing the mother's
nurturing role. I'm only sayingfathers can be just
as nurturing as mothers.

BLAIR: Dr. Speck talks about the changes in baby and child care
with Sue Lieberman and Margaret West of Station WAMU in Washington, D.C.

3ENJAMIN SPOCK

SPOCK: The main purpose in revising was not because I had become
wiser myself, but because 1 had been skinned alive by the women's
liberation movement, beginning about 1970. They pointed out,
correctly, that Baby and Child Care is sexist, and they said if
we're going to eradicate sexism, we've got bp start by avoiding
discrimination in infancy and early childhood. And I entirely agree.
Part of it is Simply the mechanical business of pronouns. You know,
all through the previous editions the baby and the child were called
"he," and I apologized right from the first edition to the parents
of girls, saying I loved girls just as much as boys, but I had to
save "she" for the mother. But, of course, that was sexist, too,
because the book really is addressed to the mother all the way
through. There are some sections that mention the father or appeal
to the father, but in past editions, It was really addressed to the
mother, and I don't think it should be anymore. In other words, I'm
convinced now that fathers have certainly an equal responsibility in
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caild rearing, and if a mother wan s a career, the father should be
doing f)aif the child care, to be a little arbitrary about it t

think in actually-talking to mothers, lots of them aver the years
the thing that they resent most is the father who cones home and,
then, bides behind his evening newspaper all evening, especially
when they get to quarrels with their children. Children are tired
at the end foe the day, and it's when they are usually more quarrel-
some than tbey are in the morning. And the mother is particu1-9rly
anxious to get out of that role of judge or "nag" that she's been
all day, and she'd like to have her husband be the one who pounces on
the children or tells them "cut that out" or "I saw you hit her" and
so on. And it's an interesting thing, though. I think a number of
American fathers participate actively in child care, but I think that
they dread becoming the judge, the scolder, the punisher. I've been
told by fathers who are trying to defend dhemselves against their
wife's urging to get in there and take over the discipline, "I don't
want to come _home and immediately be told who's been bad today and
that I've got to scold him, or J've got to spank him."

The most difficult parts to revise were what is the
relationship of mother and father, or the participation of mother
and father ia case the mother wants a fulltime career. And it vas
easy for me to say women have just as much right to an uninterrupted
career as their husbands.

LIEBERMAII: I presume, Dr. Spook, that you agree that the health of
cur society depends on the units, and that is the family which, in
turn, make up the society, and daerefore, that would be why you'd
advocate that parents share the child rearing, and so on?

SPOCK: Yes -- While I'm talking, I don't mean that you can't hire
somebody, ancl certainly what a Dot of professional women and men end
up doing is either hiring somebody who has the personality that they
want to come in to take care cf the child, or to put the child out
into family day care. Relatively few people will agree with this, but
the government should pay the parents to stay home from work to take
care of their children, whether it's the Lather or whether it's the
mother, or whether each of them is sacrificing part of their work day,
that this would be worthwhile for the society as a whole, because the
attention to child rearing would be given. That's the most important
thing for the state, I think, to foster.

WEST: So many things are different since a94 -- did you say was
the first edition?

SPOCK: '46.

WEST: '46 -- A lot of things have changed, and one of them is
that women are having children later in life.

spom: r saw a study It was a relatively superficial one a
number of years ago which s o ed that it isn't true that the young
parent is the flexible one who can take care of children more
naturally because the parent is only a few years away from childhood.
It showed very clear that the average young parent is mare intolerant
of children and that the older parent is more, tolerant, more under-
standing, and less interfering, which is interesting.

;

r think there's nothing mare difficult than trying to
bring up your children entirely different than the way you were
brought up I think everybody wants to change the rearing of their
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children a little from the way they Imre reared, and I think that
can be done in many respects. But, basically, you learn to be a
parent by having been a child. I think that perhaps the difficulty
that we're having nowadays with quite a number of parents beirui sort
of scared of their children or being hesitant about being firm, not
feeling secure about telling their children what they think is richt
and wrong, especially in adolescence, is that we nay be at a very
significant turning point in the history of our whole human civiliz
tion. I thinR it's ir the twentieth century that we've become
cognizant of the fact that children are human beings by themselves.
Freud pointed this out, and Dewey pointed it out, and other people.

WEST: . How can we best be good parents? Valet can we say to ourselves
when the going is rough?

SPOCK: I've said in Bab_ and ChOd Care try to enj y your children,
and I've tried to say it's love and it's the relations ip between you
and them, rather than the scoldings. And r think that these are most
important.

BLAIR: Dr. Benjamin Spook, talking with Sue Lieberman and
Margaret West of Station WAMU in Washington D.C.

(MUSIC - "my Daddy and Me")

MERROW: One force in society that is shaking the American family
in making child rearing difficult is divorce. Nearly half the
marriages this year will eventually break up. Divorce creates new
stresses en mothers and fathers, but most often, it's the father who
becomes a part-time parent. Estell Rubin talks about her book,
The Divorced Father, with Susan Stamberg.

R

RUBIN: He had nowhere to turn, mobody paid very much attention to
him. There wasn't anything that we could say -- "Well, that's a good
book for you .to read," whereas mothers have been written about exten-
sively.

STAMBERG: Why do you think this is? Because I hink you're right --
you tend to focus on the mother and on the child -- the father you

.figure can take care of himself.

RUBIN: Well, I d 't even know whether the father is figured to
take care of himself pr that, until recently, fatherhood was played
down. It wasn't seen as a very important function. The father was
there to bring the money home and to take care of the Emily, but his
involvement with the children Was not real -- it was kind of deni-
grated

STAMBERG: I also think it has
for the sexes to ask for help.

-with the difference in ability

RUBIN: I was thinking more along the lines that we just focus on
the mother. The mother is the nurturing, caring person, and the
father's out there somewhere. And I know in child guidance agencies
the experience has been you call the nother in, and only recently has
the emphasis been on what we call "we work with the mother and the
father."

11
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MOBERG: H w to begin helping him to put the pieces back together
in his life, especially when this'whole problem of vsitinq rijhts
rops up -- he's no longer a fulltime father.

RUBIN: But he is a father. This is one of the mistakes th t many
fathers and mothers make. Well, he's a part-time father; he only sees
dhe children part of the time, a very small portion of the timo, so
what influence can he have? -And this discourages the man. But,
really, once you're a father, you're always a father. This isn't a
relationship that oan be broken, unless you want to break it. So
tlhat, whether you see your children on a fulltime basis -- and ver
few men do that -- they work -- they come home late -- they're weekend
fathers, too.

STAMBERG: So, just make the weekend more meaningful. You write
beautifully in the epilogue to your book about the fathers you see in
McDonald's on Saturday.

RUBIN: The two sitti g there, kind of uncomfortable, bored, sullen --
the father anxious, pushing another hamburger on the kid. You can
spot them in the park, too. It doesn't have to be McDonald's. c:ku

can spot them walking along the street. They exude an air of not
being comfortable with one another. Finally, after some period of time,
some fathers do make it. Most fathers make it. They begin to feel
comfortable with their children.

sTp.MBERG: But part of the expression of di comfort and the wish to
make it gets into buying things, doesn't it? Giving the kid a good
time, entertaining him?

, RUBIN: Right -- most divorced fathers see their "visite i.rte'

as a time when they have to be a good-time charlie, or as seine fathers
described themselves, as a Santa Claus. hnd out of their anxiety and
mot knowing what to do, they buy and buy things for the kids, or they
set up a prog-ram that's like a three-ring circus.

ST&MBERG: You're running here, you're runni g there, you' e going to,
the circus in the afternoon, or you're going out for a huge sundae.

RUBIN: Right -- that's the whole bit, but we feel that this really
isn't the way to have a relationship with your child, and that when a
man kind of settles down in himself and doesn't feel so anxious and
SO uncomfortable, and sees himself really as a father who doesn't have
VD create a party atmosphere for his child, but who allows the child to
learn to know him and to be with him, just as he would be if he were
at home.

STAMBERG: Just being together.

. RUBIN: Being together, doing'things together, certainly but
mormal kinds of things, like -- let's say the father lives alone --
Maybe he'dsave his.marketing for the'weekend and take his kids with
him and let therm share in.the marketing,,and they might be able to
OD(A a meal together. This doesn't mean that they have to eKciude
theMscives from.the world and that they can't go to a movie -sometime,
hut the dftrphaSis should he on a natural kind of living together, so
the child-really-gets to know his father, and the father gots to know
the.child.

STAMBElqa: What about. the relationshiP
father aMi the mother, and the bitter r

t's just ended bctwcn _
due of that rela nship?
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How do they keep in
usefully keep channe
about the kid withod

ouch with one another? How can the father
s of communication open so that they can talk
all that past rancor cropping up?
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RUBIN: Well, that is a tough one, but it is some-. 1-.1 that we

feel strongly should be done there are people who il that once
the parents are divorced they should have absolutely :)ntact with
one another. We feel that this is unnatural, that, t);:lt of all,
once you have children in common, you may be divorced, but you are
still kin. You have a relationship that is bound up in your children
who you are involved with. You'reconcerned about their growth and
their education, and both parents are.

SPAM:BERG: So, what do you do? You wait for a crisis and then get on
the phone together? Or do you plan regular phone conversations or
meetings or something Eo keep track of what's going on?

RUBIN: I think for most people meetings are pretty di-ficult.
There are ways of communicating. It depends on the situation= If
there isn't too much rancor, well, certainly a meeting or a telephone
conversation, or a letter. These areways of keeping in touch. If
the mother realizes that a father is important for a child, she will
make an effort, and it takes a big ode, to try to separate her hostil-
ity towards this man who was her husband from the fact that he is the
father of her children, and the father will have to do the same thng.

STAMERG: So, don't lose sight ef wh-it the particular situation and
problem is.

RUBIN: Yes, to keep your eye on the ball, and the ball in this
instance is the child or children.

STAMBERG: You tell a wonderful story about a father named Ed F. and
his son, Randy.

RUBIN: This is a little different example of anger, but it's where
a father is afraid to discipline a child, because h afraid of
alienating the child, and children can interpret this in very differene
ways than we think. And as this story will illustrate, this father
was really at the edge of his rope with this child who had been acting
up and behaving rudely. They were in a restaurant, and the child
behaved so badly to the waiter. He was really insolent, and finally,
the father really told him off. And the child's response to him was,
"I didn't think yeu cared how I behaved."

STAMBERG: A tremendous r lief, in other words.

RUBIN: Relief, and also he was obviously acting and trying to
test his father to see, "Does he really care what I do?" And so many
fathers are not aware of this, and they walk on eggshells, because
they feel, well, I'm only with him 24 hours, 48 hours -- why glould
I be the one to spoil our time, but it's not spoiling the time. This
is something that I think that fathers have to understand, that
every minute of their time with their child doesn't have to be a
great, glorious party, that you are a father aS long as you live.
This is a relationship that will go on and on, and you don't have to
measure and test each Visit and score it and say, "Well, today was
pretty good -- I get a B for that -- maybe next Week it will be
better." Some days are good, and some days aren't.

19
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MERROW. Estell Rubin, author of Port7Time Parents.

BLAIR: The Women's movement and divorce aren't the only factor
that are influencing families. Another important one is bi
control. Parents of the future will, for the most part, be people
who choose to have children. Brian Sutton Smith thinks this is a
good sign.

SMITH: I'm Brian Sut on Smith, a professor
of cnild psychology,and for about twenty or thirty
years of my existence, I've been studying
children's play and games, and I've written a
lot of books about it. And so, I am really
vividly involved with what on earth that all
meant, what was it to play, what was it to act,
what role does it have in recreating the human
being as we know him now. That's My thing.

BLAIR: Smith, Head of Columlia University's Program in Dove op-
mental Psychology, talks about education and the family of the
future with NPR Reporter Connle Goldman.

BRIAN SUTTON SNIrIl

SMITH: It's not until you graduate that you really can be let
loose with children. Parents really have to know themselves in a
professional sense. The thing that intrigues me is the possibility of
a school designed so the parents will enjoy being there as much as
children. I don't thinR anybody has really ever thought of that.
I see the idea of parents working with chiLdren's materials as a way
of experiencing what children go through. Many parents crave for an
opportunity to go through that again and filmd out what really
happened, because most of us have forgotten_ We don't know anything
much at all about all that period. There are a few elusive images.
You can't do this with parents just sort of in a sloppy way., People
have to be professionally trained to bc able to he themselves at
various age levels, or rather children at various age levels. Most
parents are embarrassed by this, or get simply regressive if they're
let loose on this.

There are clinical problems here _ You really couldn't do
this sort of training without certain clinical oversight. The answer,
1 think, is professionalization of the acting. The adults have to see
children of an age on films. They have to watch children of an age,
and then they have to be shown how one can model or mimic these
various processes. Some of them are easy. I mean, trying out the
child's act is quite simple, but trying to be like a child at that
level of mimicry, that's quite an advanced form of development.

GOLDMAN: Do you really thinle that if a parent could Fnit this kind
of time into understanding the growth and education process of his
child that he would expand as an adult by getting back some of his
0W11 childhood?

SM/TH: That's the whole idea. The interest in this is not just
for your child -- it's for yourself. You become a much more total
person. Theke's a concept in psychology called psychological
mobility, and it's sometimes said that some artists have this access
to themselves, and that's one of the reasons they're so creative.
Nov, we don't really know whether that's true or not -- there's some
evidence in favor of it. But that's the sort of thought that I'm
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fo lowing here, that to some extent -- probably a limited exten --
but iluch more so than is generally thouqht, we can do the same thinq
for most adults, or those who are willing or interested.

You see, 1 think the parents of the future are going to be
a muc more selected breed. People are going to be parents because
they want to. It is increasingly the case. And people whn .don't wan
to go through this readjustment themselves are going to select the ac
I hope so. Whereas those who want to have kids will be prepared to
go through these extra rigors of self-discovery and so on- Most
parents increasingly find that having kids is an incredible burden --
the more advanced the mother is these days the tougher she finds the
job. She doesn't just do it in a habit-reflex way like she used to
do it. She's finding it tough. She needs a lot of help.

The whole society needs to focus more on the yOUng married
couple who are trying to get liberation for both of them and who
really want to have kids still. Those people need a lot of help and
a whole-new way of being trained in the situation. We're not.doing a
damn thing about it. I think we've got to start thinking about it,
conceptualizing it, and then, once you've done that people begin to
try it out, and you get little experiments going. People find out
how far you can take this thing, how'well does it work in different
systems and different places, and so on.

BLAIR: Brian Sutton Smith of Columbia University, tal
NPR Reporter Connie Godman.

MOTHER: I think it's one of the most exciting
things that ever happened to me, other than the
day I got married and met my husband -- was
becoming a parent. And every day you're learning
something. It's marvelous.

REPORTER: You learn something every day, but how
do yeu Know how to be a parent?

MOTHER: I don't know. I.think -- it sounds
dumb -- you talk to all your neighbors and you
call people in a panic sometimes. But a lot of
it, they say that it's instinct -- when you're
going to be a mother that all of a sudden you
know all the answers -- and you don't Know all
the answers, as I'm sure you're aware of, after
talking to a lot of other people. But it's
through trial and error. And this is my second
baby, and I firmly believe that everybody need
to have a second baby so that they can put to
use everything that they learned On their first
baby, because I was talking to some people
yesterday, and I said I'm much more afraid of
my second child than I was of my first child,
because my first child I just figured it was
all right to do anything. So, I just did
everything and nearly Xilled him. And my
second one, now, I'm thinking I really shouldn't
be doing this, and I shouldn't be doing that.

(MUSIC - "Be Kind to Y ur Parents")
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MERROW: Material for this program came in part from Sue Lieberman
and Margaret West of Station WAMU and Tim Cox in Washington, D.C.
Special thanks to Susan Stamberg, co-host of NPR's ALL THINGS
CONSIDERED.

BLAIR: If you'd like a transcript'of this program, send 25 cents
to National Public Radio - Education, Washington, D.C. 20036. Ask
few Program 042. Cassettes cost $4.00.

MERROW: wa also like to ask you to help us improve OPTIONS IN
EDUCATION. We're sending a questionnaire to everyone who writes us.
We'd like your views on education and on this program. All comments
are confidential. Our address again is: National Public Radio -
Education, Washington, D.C. 20036.

(CLOSING THEME)

CHILD: OPTIONS IN EDUCATION is a co-production of the 'flat tute
for Educational Leadership at the George Washington University and
National Public Radio.

BLAIR: Principal support for the progr
National Institute of Education.

s provided by the

MERROW: Additional funds to NPR are provided by the Corporation
for Public Broadcasting and to IEL by the Carnegie Corporation, the
U.S. Office of Education, and the Robert Sterling Clark Foundation.

BLAIR: This program is produced by JO Ellyn Rackleff. The
Executive Produ-er is John Merrow. For OPTIONS IN EDUCATION, I'm
Wendy Blair.

CHILD: This. is NPR - National PUblic Radio.

fi


